
Amazing Magnolia Lane Folding Album 

 

 

Paper 
Tag/Chip Board: Cut 4 1/4" x 4 1/4" 
Magnolia Lane Designer Series Paper (large blooms/black): Cut (2) 5 1/2" x 5 1/2" 
Whisper White Card stock: Cut (3) 8" x 8" 
Petal Pink Card stock: Cut (4) 3 1/2" x 3 1/2" 
Magnolia Lane Designer Series paper (small blooms/white): Cut (6) 3 1/2" x 3 1/2" 
Petal Pink Ribbon: Cut 24-28" 
 
 
 

Supplies: 

 
Paper 
Magnolia Lane Designer Series Paper 
(149484) 
Whisper White Card stock (100730) 
Petal Pink Cardstock (149985) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Accessories 
Petal Pink 5/8" Organdy Striped Ribbon 
(149441) 
 
Adhesives 
Snail (104332/104331) 
Tear & Tape (138995) 
Multipurpose Liquid Adhesive (110755) 
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Amazing Magnolia Lane Folding Album 
YouTube Link: https://youtu.be/oV1N_RSbRpo 
 
Assembly: 
 

1. Place tag/chip board onto the Magnolia Lane cover piece and fold around edges of 
tag/chip board.  

2. Remove the tag/chip board and using your Bone Folder crease all the fold lines. 
3. Place the tag/chip board back onto the Magnolia Lane Designer Series Paper and 

fold over the 4 corners to create a miter corner. 
4. Add Tear and Tape to the tag/chip board piece on all 4 sides and to the “miter” 

corners of the Magnolia Lane Designer Series Paper. Remove protective strips. 
5. Begin adhering the “miter corners” first one at a time onto the tag/chip board 

making sure that the Magnolia Lane Designer Series Paper is tight. 
6. Then bring up the center sections one at a time and adhere down to the tag/chip 

board. 
7. Using your bone folder burnish each corner well to reduce the bulk. 
8. Add a piece of Tear and Tape down the center of the (unfinished) back cover. 

Remove the protective strip. 
9. Then cut a piece of Petal Pink 5/8" Organdy Striped Ribbon, fold it in half so that 

you have equal amounts on either side of the cover and lay it down onto the Tear 
& Tape from step 8.  

10.  Create the pages by taking the piece of Whisper White card stock and scoring it at 
the 4" mark, turn and score again at 4". 

11.   Fold the page in half diagonally to create a triangle.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

12.  Open and burnish the score lines using your Bone Folder. Fold the card stock the 
other way and burnish the score lines again. 

13.  Then fold the two sides in as shown in the video and burnish.  (You want to do this 
repeatedly to break down the fibers so that it will fold easily). 
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Amazing Magnolia Lane Folding Album 
YouTube Link: https://youtu.be/oV1N_RSbRpo 
 
Assembly Continued: 
 

14.  Repeat steps 10 thru 13 for the other two pages. 
15.  Lay the 3 pages next to each other and line up the large diamond areas. Starting 

with the first page on the left side of the line, add the next piece on top as you 
move to the right. (as shown in the video) 

16.  Now adhere the 3 pages together where the diamond areas overlap. 
17.  Cut the Magnolia Lane Designer Series Paper squares in half to create triangles. Be 

careful to keep the two halves together so that patterns line up when you add 
them to the pages. 

18.  To decorate the pages, adhere the 4 pieces of Petal Pink card stock into the large 
diamond areas. 

19.   Then decide how you want your Magnolia Lane Designer Series Paper patterns to 
go. Lay them out as desired and then adhere them down into the triangle spaces. 

20.  Fold the pages closed. As you fold in the center of the pages you will create what 
looks like a valley with the first page, a mountain with the second page, and 
another valley with the third page. 

21.  To add your pages to the back cover, lay your cover in with the ribbon to the right 
and left on your Grid Paper.  

22.  Open your pages a bit to find the to sides with the large diamonds. Rotate the 
opening/point of the diamond to the bottom right hand corner. 

23.  Add Multipurpose Liquid Adhesive to the back side on the bottom page and 
adhere it to the back cover of the album. Burnish well and allow to dry a bit. 

24.  Add Multipurpose Liquid Adhesive to the top page back side and adhere the top 
cover to the album. Being careful to line up the front and back covers so that they 
are even. 

25.  Burnish and allow to dry well. 
26.  Add photos or decorate pages as desired. 
27.  Tie your Petal Pink Organdy Striped Ribbon into a bow and trim ends as desired. 
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